
1.18 Word Syllable PoS L2 Definition Collocation Word Family

841 except oO prep not including; other than We haven't told anyone except the teacher. The store is open 
every day except Sunday. exception (n)

842 clean O adj being free from dirt or marks because it was washed to clean the window; to clean your room; The hotel was very 
clean. clean (v), cleaner (n)

843 tend O verb to regularly behave in a certain way / usually do something He tends to tell lies when pressured. The SAC tends to get busy at the 
end of the semester. Starbucks tends to be busy before 9 a.m. tendency (n)

844 advance oO verb to move forward in a certain direction I hope you will advance to Pre-A English next year. to advance 
the cause of freedom advance (adj)

845 fill O verb to make something full fill the tank with gasoline; fill the cup; fill the pool fill (n)

846 star O adj a bright planet of gas in the night sky / a planet or sun very 
far away She is a star athlete at the university. a star student star (n), star (v)

847 network Oo noun system of connections / a system that brings things together a computer network; Our library is part of a large network of 
other libraries network (v)

848 generally Oooo adv usually; as a rule; by, to or for most people It is generally believed that some medicine does not work. general (adj), 
generalize (v)

849 operation oOo noun functioning; use After the typhoon, there was a large cleanup operation. He has to 
have an operation on his ankle.

operate (v), operational 
(adj)

850 match O noun a sports competition between two people or teams a tennis match; a cricket match; He is no match for her abilities. match (v)

851 avoid oO verb to prevent from happening, or stay away from I want to avoid seeing him. Stop avoiding your homework. avoidance (n)

852 seat O verb to show someone to a place so that  they can sit down The new stadium will seat up to 80,000 people.  seat (n)

853 throw O verb to use your arm to make a thing fly through the air She only threw strikes in the inning. Throw the ball to her.

854 task O noun a big or small piece of work someone has to do I have several more tasks to finish before I go home. an easy task task (v)

855 normal Oo adj the standard or regular way of doing something a normal day; You may feel tired, but that is perfectly normal. normally (adv), normalize (v)

856 goal O noun something you try to do or achieve; an aim My goal is to read 150,000 words for ER this semester. What is 
your goal? goalie (n)

857 associate oOoo noun a partner in professional work, e.g. in law a business associate; an associate company associate (v), associate 
(adj)

858 blue O adj the color of the clear sky the Mediterranean Sea is a deep blue. blue (n)

859 positive Ooo adj good or useful in qualities, constructive, confident a positive attitude, a positive outcome, a positive test result positive (n)

860 option Oo noun a possibility out of several that can be chosen; choice to have no option; a stock option; You have the option to walk or take a taxi. option (v), optional (adj)


